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Fresh roasted Quaffee to Your Door








Est 2006






We are a coffee roaster specialising in selecting and sharing fresh roasted coffee, with fellow coffee lovers.












Quaffee Home Page
Quality Quaffable Quaffee











cups of our coffee brewed by those we have shared our coffees with.










Our offerings




All offerings are coffee focused, from the raw green coffee to the freshly roasted coffee, to the gear and the services around coffee.












Roasted Coffee





Coffee selected with quality and sustainability as a baseline. This range of coffee we find is roasted to order to expose flavours we feel compliment the people who brought the coffee to us.





View range…

















Green Coffee





Want to roast yourself? We offer a selection of the coffees we have sourced in raw green form. Almost all the coffees we offer as roasted we offer as green. We also include a range of green, just for the budget-driven roaster.





See green…

















Gear





Coffee making equipment we have used and recommend. Espresso, pour-over, manual and automatic brewing. Also found here are all accessories and maintenance materials associated with them.





Explore gear…

















Services





Coffee-based service and supply options. Find out about our Long-term rentals, service plans and repairs to brewing gear. Pay one price per month and get it all.





Read more…



















Know more…




Only knowledge is boundless, some of what we learn we like share…











How to





Discover more about how to do things with coffee and coffee gear. We have put all our guides and summaries together for coffee lovers. These are some of our most popular posts.





Learn more…

















Know More





Our curated collection of informative and insightful posts about the wonderful world of coffee. From the expert knowledge of industry professionals to the first-hand experiences of coffee enthusiasts.





Know more…

















All Posts





Explore our archive of informative posts on various topics. From our earliest musings to our latest insights, you can browse through our entire collection of posts.





Catchup or revisit



















Buy coffee…




Searching for a place to purchase our coffee beans besides right here on the website?











Subscriptions





Get fresh roasted coffee delivered to your door, on a regular schedule. Sign up for a weekly, fortnightly or monthly coffee subscription get your favourite beans, or a new type each time, roasted fresh.





Order a Subscription… 

















at Buitenverwachting





Visit our coffee roastery at Buitenverwachting, where you can witness the roasting process first hand, and sample the coffees we have to offer. We are always delighted when people drop in and experience the passion and care we put into every bean we roast.





Find us…

















via Cape coffee beans





We are proud to be part of the Cape Coffee Beans offering and take great pride in our partnership with them. Our selection of specialty coffees are available through their platform, and it is a privilege to be recognized among the best in the industry by them.  





View on CCB site













Reviews








			
				
			
				
					Best quaffee in Cape Town roasted right on site. You'll be greeted by the smell of freshly roasted coffee on arrival and, if you're lucky, you'll catch Warren, Quaffee's owner,... read more who loves to share his passion and knowledge of all things coffee.				

											
 Amy Pretorius
 
		

			
			
				
					What a fantastic experience meeting Warren and his team for a coffee tasting experience. Warren's passion for coffee is inspiring and refreshing! Needless to say, their range of coffees are... read more exceptional and I reckon you'll have to search long and hard to find a variety of coffees they have on offer at their stunning little shop in this beautiful setting of Buitenverwachting Farm. Well done Team Quaffee!				

											
 Michael Hammond
 
		

			
			
				
					Just made my 1st order from Quaffee, 1 kg bag of Armonizar. The ordering and delivery was super efficient, and I LOVE the coffee! YUM!				

											
 Lindsay Langenhoven
 
		

			
			
				
					Great coffee				

											
 N C
 
		

		



			
				
			
				
					The roaster was super friendly. Let me have a taster for some coffee I was considering (which was exceptional) and went the extra mile trying to find a scale I... read more was looking at purchasing				

											
 Geoff Raikes
 
		

			
			
				
					Quaffee is probably the best roastery in the Western cape.  There are some really good roasters out there but the owner here has that care and edge which puts... read more some of his speciality coffees up there.    Changed my taste for coffee for ever, even though I had a decent appreciation for coffee before visiting quaffee. ;).   Try the Guji Ethiopian blend.				

											
 Kenyon Stamps
 
		

			
			
				
					Se você é um amante de um bom café, por favor não deixe de visitar esse lugar. Meu Deus do céu. O melhor café que já tive. Eles tem uma... read more grande seleção de diversos países, oito variedades da Colômbia (meu preferido país pra café).				

											
 Nayane Araújo
 
		

			
			
				
					Great coffee...beans...roasted beans or ground beans. The Master Roaster Mzukisi Xhati is not only passionate but extremely knowledgeable and helpful. I am so happy to have found him.				

											
 Andrew Goldman
 
		

		











Leave a Google review
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